
T E C H N I C A L D A T A S H E E T

ALU + aerosol
ALUMINIUM COATING, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE

DESCRIPTION 

Formula with a high content of aluminium.

Forms an evenly layered coating with a uniform and glossy appearance.

Film without extra thickness. Ensures a good protection against thermal
or chemical corrosion.

Used as a paint, it must be applied on degreased and dried surfaces.

ALU + has a short dust-free time and an excellent covering power.
The coating can be welded.

May be used continuously from –50°C to 550°C. 

APPLICATIONS

�Touch-up of aluminium steel.
�Pipings.
�Framework.
�Heat pumps.
�Heating or freezing installations.
�Electric motor and pump housing.
�Treatment of any non-coated metallic part that might have

an aluminium appearance.
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The information appearing in this document is based on the current state of our knowledge relative to the product concerned
in all honesty. The characteristics indicated can in no way be construed as sales specifications. Besides, the users' attention
is drawn to the possible risks incurred when a product is used for purposes other than those for which it was designed. At the
same time, the customer undertakes to fully accept our general terms and conditions regarding supply contracts, and more
particularly the guarantee and the restrictive and no-liability clause. This document covers commercial and industrial secrets
which are the property of MMCC SA and thus, constituting an asset, shall not be disclosed to third parties under the French
act of July 11, 1979.

PACKAGING

Article code : 100821 - 650 ml aerosol - pack with 12 items
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ALU + aerosol
ALUMINIUM COATING, 
HIGH TEMPERATURE

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

PROPERTY METHOD VALUE UNIT

Aspect Fluxed resin
Colour Metallized grey
Vapor density at 1013 KPa (air=1) 3.2
Hydrosolubility 0 ppm
Density at 20°c NF EN ISO 12 185 1272 kg/m3

Physical state Visual Fluid
Nature de la résine Résine Méthyle
ODP Ozone Depleting Potential 0 factor
Temperature range of use -50 +550 °C
Flash point, closed cup ISO 2719 None °C
Corrosion resistance(salt mist test) NFX 41002 120 Hrs
Degree of rust after 120 hrs ISO 4628/3 0 score
Degree of rust after 240 hrs ISO 4628/3 2 score
Degree of rust after 300 hrs ISO 4628/3 5 score
Dust-dry at 25°C 3 Minutes
Touch-dry at 25°C 20 Minutes
Cured at 25°C 24 hours
humid film Thickness 8 µ
Dry-film thickness 6 µ
Aromatics content NF M 07 024 0 % v/v
Benzen content ASTM D 4367 0 ppm
Odour Olfactive Pronounced

PRECAUTIONS OF USE

The user will have care to pulverize on a beforehand degreased surface, without trace of oxidation. 
It will be advisable to eliminate as well as possible by brushing, or sandpapering, all traces of rust, and by
cleaning with solvents, all traces of oil or stain.
Shake before employment until separation of the ball.
Apply to approximately 15 cm of surface.
Do not purge the aerosols after use.


